
GREENER STILL RANKS AND HOW TO ACHIEVE EACH ONE

With Greener Still’s six income streams, you can earn points that feed our simple 

duplication plan. You bring customers and Affiliates onto your team, help them bring in 

more customers and Affiliates, and so on.  When they purchase from the six different 

companies, you earn points and can be paid from multiple levels of activity.

STAR 1

To become a Star 1 you will need to be current 
with your monthly Affiliate fee and have at least 
15 sponsor points. 10 of those points must come 
from customer purchases.

STAR 2

To become a Star 2 you must meet the 
requirements of Star 1 and have 30 team points 
from your level 2.

STAR 3

To become a Star 3 you must meet the 
requirements of Star 2 and have 150 team points 
from your levels 2 and 3 combined.

STAR 4

To achieve the rank of Star 4, you must meet 

the requirements of Star 3 and have 750 team 

points from your levels 2, 3, and 4 combined. No 

more than 375 team points can come from any 

one leg.

STAR 5

As a Star 4, you can now begin to earn 

leadership points, which are paid from levels 5 

to infinity. To become a Star 5 you must meet 

the requirements of a Star 4 and have 1,500 

leadership points from your level 5 to infinity. No 

more than 750 leadership points can come from 

any one leg.* These leadership points may come 

from previous months that have carried over.

STAR 6

As a Star 4, you can now begin to earn 

leadership points, which are paid from levels 5 

to infinity. To become a Star 5 you must meet 

the requirements of a Star 4 and have 1,500 

leadership points from your level 5 to infinity. No 

more than 750 leadership points can come from 

any one leg.* 

STAR 7

Continue to grow your team and your leadership 

points by helping your team stay focused on our 

simple duplication plan. To achieve the rank of 

Star 7 you must meet the requirements of Star 

6 and have 7,500 leadership points from your 

level 5 to infinity. No more than 3,750 leadership 

points may come from any one leg.*

STAR 8 - EAGLE

To reach the top rank of Greener Still, keep 

repeating our simple duplication plan 

throughout your organization. Becoming a Star 

8 - Eagle means you have met the requirements 

of Star 7 and have 15,000 leadership points 

from your level 5 to infinity. No more than 7,500 

Leadership Points may come from any one leg.* 

Our plan teaches the same activity throughout 

all levels of your organization, no matter what 

rank you are at. Whether you’re just getting 

started or are at the top rank of Star 8 - Eagle.

*See the Greener Still Compensation details for 
more information and qualification rules. 


